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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE W ESTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA

HARRISONBURG DIVISION

UNITED STATES OF AM ERICA,

JEAN PAUL ALVARADO

)
) Criminal Action No. 5:12cr00030
)
)
) By: Michael F. Urbanski
) United States District Judge

M EM OM NDUM  OPINION

Defendant Jean Paul Alvarado was named in a one-count indictment charging him with

knowingly and intentionally distributing a mixture and substance containing a detectable amount

of heroin, and further charging that serious bodily injury and death resulted from the use of such

substance, all in violation of 21 U.S.C. jj 841(a)(1) and (b)(1)(C).These charges stem from the

M arch 29, 201 1 death of Eric Thomas from a drug overdose.

On May 16, 2013, after a folzr day trial, the jury returned a guilty verdict against

Alvarado on the charge of knowingly and intentionally distributing a mixture or substance

containing a detectable amount of heroin on or about March 29, 201 1.The jury further fotmd

that the govenmwnt proved beyond a reasonable doubt that death resulted from the use of heroin

distributed by Alvarado on or about March 29, 20 1 1. Alvarado moved for judgment of acquittal

pursuant to Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 29 and for a new trial pursuant to Federal Rule

of Criminal Procedure 33 (Dkt. # 93, 94, 95). A hearing was held on August 7, 2013. To the

1 Alvarado now moves for reconsiderationextent the court ruled on these motions in open court
,

of those nzlings (Dkt. # 108) in light of the United States Supreme Court's recent decision in

Burraze v. United States, 134 S. Ct. 881 (2014). For the reasons set forth below, al1 of

Alvarado's m otions will be DENIED .

1 This memorandum opinion details the court's ruling on al1 outstanding motions.



1.

ln considering a Rule 29 lnotion following a guilty verdict, the court is required to assess

whether, viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the prosecution, the verdict is

supported by çûsubstantial evidence.'' United States v. Bmcos, 94 F.3d 849, 862 (4th Cir. 1996)

(en banc) (citing Glasser v. United States, 315 U.S. 60, 80 (1942) (superseded by Rule on other

groundsl). The Fourth Circuit has defined dçsubstantial evidence'' to be çdevidence that a

reasonable trier of fact could accept as adequate and sufficient to support a conclusion of a

defendant's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.''Id. (citation omitted). A dtcotu't, therefore, may

not overturn a substantially supported verdict because it finds the verdict unpalatable or

determ ines that another, reasonable verdict would be preferable.'' Id. Rather, a court m ay set

aside ajury verdict çtif the record demonstrates a lack of evidence from which ajury could find

guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.'' 11.L (citing United States v. Lowe, 65 F.3d 1 137, 1 142 (4th Cir.

1995)).

Rule 33(a) permits the court tsto vacate any judgment and grant a new trial if the interest

Of justice so requires.'' The court has broad discrdion in ruling on Rule 33 motions. The Fourth

Circuit has cautioned that a district court lisshould exercise its discretion to grant a new trial

dçsparingly,''' and that it should do so ûonly when the evidence weights heavily against the

verdict.''' United States v. Perry, 335 F.3d 316, 320 (4th Cir. 2003) (citing United States v.

W ilson, 1 18 F.3d 228, 237 (4th Cir. 1997) (quoting United States v. Anincton, 757 F.2d 1454,

1486 (4th Cir. 1989:).
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I1.

Alvarado first argues that the evidence adduced at trial was insufficient to prove beyond a

' d th resulted fromz the use of heroin distributed byreasonable doubt that Eric Thomas ea

Alvarado because the government failed to link Alvarado to the heroin Thomas used

immediately prior to his death. Specitkally, Alvarado argues that while the government

presented evidence that Thomas' primary source of heroin was an individual known as çsF'at

Boy,'' tithere was not a shred of evidence presented at trial showing that Alvarado was tF'at

Boy.''' Def. M ot. for Judg. of Acquittal, Dkt. # 93, at 4. The court agrees with Alvrado that no

witness at trial identified defendant as ltFat Boy.'' But Alvarado admitted to investigators after

his arrest that he had sold heroin to Eric Thomas on March 29, 201 1, the date of Thomas' death.

Investigator Chris O'Nei11 of the Hm isonburg Police Department testified that he

arrested Jean Paul Alvarado on March 30, 201 1, and he identified Alvarado in a photograph

taken that day, which was admitted into evidence as government's exhibit 1. lnvestigator

O 'N eill testifed that following the arrest, Alvarado was transported to the Hanisonburg Police

Department, where he was taken to an interview room equipped with audio and video recording

equipment. Investigator O'Nei11 testified that he conducted an interview of defendant and that

during this interview, Alvarado admitted he sold heroin to Eric Thomas on March 29, 201 1. A

video recording of this interview was admitted into evidence as government's exhibits 4-1 and 4-

2 and was published to the jury at trial. lnvestigator O'Nei11 testified that the individual being

interviewed in the video was in fact Alvarado.

lnvestigator O'Nei11 also identified Alvarado in a photograph, admitted as govenlment's

exhibit 2, that was taken on July 24, 2012, the date O 'N eill assisted in taking Alvarado into

2 The language in j 841(b)(1)(C) relevant to this discussion is as follows: (çif death or serious bodily injury results
from the use of such substance (such person) shall be sentenced to a term of imprisonment of not less than twenty
ears or more than lifc.''y
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federal custody on the instant charges. In his testim ony, lnvestigator O'Neill noted there was a

change in Alvarado's appearance between M arch 30, 201 1 and July 24, zolz- specifically
, that

Alvarado had lost weight.Finally, Investigator O'Nei11 identitied Alvarado as the individual

sitting with his attomey at defense counsel table in the courtroom at trial. Investigator O'Neill's

testimony plainly established that Alvarado admitted to investigators that he sold heroin to Eric

Thomas on the date of Thomas' death.

Additionally, Investigator O'Nei1l testifed that during the search of Alvarado's person

incident to his arrest on M arch 30, 201 1, Alvarado's cell phone was recovered and taken by

O'Nei11 to the Harrisonburg Police Department, where it was later examined by O'Neil1 in the

digital evidence laboratory. At trial, the government introduced into evidence as government's

exhibit 6 a Cellebrite report documenting the data retrieved from Alvarado's cell phone, which

included text m essage com munications between Alvarado's phone and Eric Thomas' phone on

M arch 29, 201 1. Sprint records for Eric Thomas' phone, an excerpt of which was admitted as

defendant's exhibit 6, also showed telephone communications between Thomas' phone and

Alvarado's phone on March 29, 201 1. This telephone evidence corroborates Alvarado's

statement to investigators that he sold heroin to Eric Thomas on the day Thomas died.

Alvarado contends that while the record evidence may establish that he distributed heroin

to Eric Thomas on a date reasonably near M arch 29, 20l 1, the evidence is not sufficient to show

that the heroin Eric Thomas used prior to his death cam e from  Alvarado instead of one of

Thomas' other heroin sottrces. Def. M ot. for Judg. of Acquittal, Dkt. # 93, at 3. The indictm ent

charged that Alvarado distributed heroin on or about March 29, 201 1 and that serious bodily

injury resulted from the use of such substance. See Dkt. # 1. The court instructed the jury that

the government need not prove the date of the offense with exact certainty, so long as it proves
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beyond a reasonable doubt that the offense was committed on a date reasonably near the date

alleged. See United States v. Thompson, 421 F.3d 278, 292-93 (4th Cir. 2005) (çç(AJ defendant

is entitled to a jury trial on the question of whether he committed a particular crime (butl in few,

if any cases is ajlzry required to find that the offense occurred on a particulr date.''). Alvarado

argues that since the jury could have determined that Alvarado distributed heroin to Thomas on a

date close to March 29, 201 1 and Thomas had multiple heroin sources, there is no substantial

evidence linking the heroin used by Thomas on M arch 29th, the date of his death, to the heroin

Alvarado distributed to him . But in so arguing, Alvarado once again ignores the fact that he

admitted to investigators that he sold Thomas heroin on M arch 29, 201 1, hours before Thomas

was found dead. Thom as' fiancée, M onica Shaughnessy, testitied that, as a m atter of course,

Thomas used the entire amotmt of heroin he purchased at one time, immediately upon returning

to his hom e; she testified that Thom as could not hold on to heroin.Likewise, Thomas' friend

Josh M elewski testified that he never saw Thomas stockpile heroin; upon purchasing the heroin,

Thomas would immediately shoot it up. This evidence is more than sufficient for the juz'y to

have concluded that the heroin used by Thom as at the time of his death came from Alvarado.

Alvarado argues in his Rule 29 brief that the phone evidence presented at trial did not

provide a sufficient link between Alvarado and idFat Boy,'' who witnesses testified was Thomas'

primary heroin source, and showed far more calls during the month of M arch 201 1 to a phone

registered to Luis Jaim e Blas, who the government established to be Thomas' çsback up'' heroin

source. Alvarado also argues that because Thomas deleted text messages from drug solzrces and

the government's evidence showed only phone calls made to and from Thomas' phone - not

necessarily a11 phone commtmications (i.e., text messages/-there is no evidence to show who

Thomas was comm unicating with via text m essage in the days and weeks prior to his death.



Alvarado suggests that Thomas could have obtained heroin from other sources on M arch 29,

201 1 in addition to Alvarado, and thus there is not substantial evidence establishing that the

heroin Thomas used before his death eame from Alvrado.

These arguments were a11 properly made to the jury at trial.The jury rejected them.

Alvarado's adm ission to investigators that he distributed heroin to Thomas hours before Thom as

died, coupled with M onica Shauglmessy and Josh M elewski's testimony that Thomas

eonsistently used heroin he pm chased im mediately upon arriving home, constitute substantial

evidence to warrant ajury finding beyond a reasonable doubt that death resulted from the use of

the heroin distributed by Alvarado on or about M arch 29, 201 1. On these grounds, Alvarado's

Rule 29 motion is denied.

111.

Alvarado next argues the evidence presented at trial was insuffcient to show that Thomas'

death resulted from his use of heroin rather than his use of Xanax (alprazolam) or Benadryl. The

trial testimony of Dr. Burroughs, a forensic toxicologist, established that Thomas had morphine

(a heroin metabolite), alprazolam (a benzodiazepine prescribed for anxiety and panic attacks)

and diphenhydrnmine (a generic nnme for Benadryl, an antihistnmine) in his blood at the time of

his death. Alvarado argues that the evidence adduced at trial does not rule out that Thomas'

death resulted from Thomas' injection of illegally ptlrchased Xanax in addition to heroin.

Specifically, Alvarado points to M onica Shaughnessy's testim ony that she had seen Thomas use

heroin hundreds of times, and the only tim es Thomas lost consciousness and had to be

resuscitated while using heroin were when he injected heroin and Xanax together.

However, the testimony of Dr. Gayle Suzuki, Assistant Chief M edical Exnminer for the

Com monwea1th of Virginia, established that Thom as died of heroin intoxication. Dr. Suzuki



testified that the level of morphine in Thomas' body was within the toxic range. She further

testified that alprazolam and diphenhydramine were present in Thomas' system at low levels
, .05

m illigrams per liter and .35 milligrams per liter, respectively, both of which fall within the

therapeutic range. Dr. Suzuki testified unequivocally that it was heroin, not alprazolam or

diphenhydrnm ine, that killed Thomas.

Alvarado argues that this evidence Esdid not rule out the likely possibility that Thom as

would not have died but for his use of the xanax and diphenhydrnmine.'' Def. Mot. for Judg. of

Acquittal, Dkt. # 93, at 7.But indeed, Dr. Suzuki did nzle out this possibility, testifying that

neither the alprazolam nor the diphenhydramine contributed to Thom as' death, even though they

were present in his system at the sam e time as the toxic levels of morphine. She testitied that

heroin caused Thomas' death independent of the alprazolnm and diphenhydramine. This

testimony constitutes substantial evidence to support the jury's finding that Thomas' death

resulted from the use of heroin.

M oreover, Alvarado contends that he is entitled to a new trial pursuant to Rule 33

because the court failed to instnlct the jury on whether Thomas' use of Xanax was an intervening

or superseding cause of his death. Alvarado proposed the following jury instruction at trial:

If you determine that the govelmment has proved beyond a
reasonable doubt that the defendant knowingly and intentionally
distributed heroin to Eric Thom as, you must then determ ine
whether the government has proven beyond a reasonable doubt
that death resulted from the use of the heroin distributed by the
defendant to Thomas.

çsDeath,'' of colzrse, means exactly that, that an individual has died.
You must determine from the evidence, beyond a reasonable
doubt, whether or not Thom as died from using the heroin
distributed by the defendant, or if his death was the result of some
intervening or superseding cause. lf you find beyond a reasonable
doubt that Thom as' death was caused by his use of heroin obtained
from the defendant, then the govelmm ent must further prove that
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Thomas' death was a reasonably foreseeable consequence of the
defendant's conduct. It is not necessary, however, for the
govenunent to prove that Thomas' death was the intended result of
the defendant's distribution of the heroin.

Dkt. # 53, at 3. As the court previously ruled, this proposed instruction nzns afoul of United

States v. Patterscm, 38 F.3d 139 (4th Cir. 1994). In Patterson, the court rejected the defendants'

argumtnt that 21 U.S.C. j 841(b)(1)(C) imposes a Gçreasonable foreseeability of death''

requirement, holding:

Quite simply, the plain language of j 841(b)(1)(C) does not
require, nor does it indicate, that prior to applying the enhanced
sentence, the district court must find that death resulting from the
use of a drug distributed by a defendant was a reasonably
foreseeable event. The statute provides:

In the case of a controlled substance in schedule I or
11 ... such person shall be sentenced to a tenn of
imprisonment of not more than 20 years and if
death or serious bodily injury results from the use of
such substance shall be sentenced to a term of
imprisonm ent of not less than twenty years or m ore
than life....

21 U.S.C. j 841(b)(1)(C). The statute puts drug dealers and users
on clear notice that their sentences will be erlhanced if people die
from using the drugs they distribute. See Salom on Forex. Inc. v.
Tauber, 8 F.3d 966, 975 (4th Cir. 1993) (when plain language
reveals Congress' intent, there is no need for further
interpretation). Where serious bodily injury or death results from
the distribution of certain drugs, Congress has elected to enhance a
defendant's sentence regardless of whether the defendant knew or
should have known that death would result. W e will not second-
guess this unequivocal choice.

38 F.3d at 145; see also United States v. Schnippel, 371 F. App'x 418, 419 (4th Cir. 2010)

(unpublished) Cslt is not necessary to show that the serious injury or death be foreseeable to the

defendant.''); United States v. Webb, 655 F.3d 1238, 1254 (11th Cir. 2011) (çûWe agree with otlr

sister circuits that the plain and unambiguous language of j 841(b)(1)(C) contains no
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foreseeability or proximate cause requirement.'' (citations omitttdll; United States v. De La

Cmz, 514 F.3d 121, 137-38 (1st Cir. 2008) (finding no foreseeability requirement) (abrogated on

other grounds by MelendezrDiaz y. MAssachusetts, 557 U.S. 305 (2009:; United States v.

Houston, 406 F.3d 1 121, 1 124 (9th Cir. 2005) ($tThe plain language of j 841(b)(1)(C)

demonstrates that proximate cause is not a required element.n); United States v. Robinson, 167

F.3d 824, 830 (3d Cir. 1999) (adopting reasoning of Patterson).

Even so, Alvarado argues that the jury should have been instnzcted on whether Thomas'

death resulted from an intervening or superseding cause. Def. M ot. for New Trial, Dkt. # 95, at

1 . As Alvarado notes, the Fourth Circuit in Patterson declined to decide whether j 841(b)(1)(C)

contains an intervening or superseding cause exception to the application of its enhancement. In

that case, appellants Patterson and Laythe argued such an exception exists and that the victim's

E'ingestion of meperidine, and her alleged drug addiction and suicidal tendencies as retlected by a

summm'y of her medical history . . . , were intervening or superseding causes that prevented her

death from being attributed to drug distribution.'' Patterson, 38 F.3d at 146. The Fourth Circuit

upheld the district court's rejection of that argument, noting that Stgtlhe district court considered

the medical records and the testimony concerning the circumstances and events leading up to

gthe victim'sl death before it rejected Appellants' contention that her death was a suicide.'' Id.

Finding no clear error in the district court's ruling, the Fourth Circuit declined to address the

question of whether there is an intervening or superseding cause exception to the application of j

841(b)(1)(C).

Alvarado tries to distinguish Patterson from the instant case, arguing all of the drugs used

by the victim in Patterson were distributed by defendants, but in Alvarado's case, the Xanax

found in Thomas' system at the time of his death tswas plzrchased illegally from someone other
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than Alvarado.'' Def. M ot. for New Trial, Dkt. # 95, at 2. Alvr ado suggests that while

application of an intervening or superseding cause exception m ay not have been appropriate in

Pattecson, it is appropriate in the instant case, and the court should have instnlcted the jtu'y

accordingly. The distinction drawn by Alvarado does not convince the court that an intervening

or superseding cause instruction is warranted in this case. For one thing, the medical evidence

does not establish that Xanax was indeed an intervening or superseding cause of Thomas' death.

M oreover, Alvarado cites no case requiring the court to give an intervening or superseding cause

instruction. Nor would such an instruction reflect the state of controlling law.

ln United States v. Hatfield, 591 F.3d 945 (7th Cir. 2010), Judge Posner discussed in

detail the pitfalls of trying to expand on the statutory tçresults from'' language in j 841(b)(1)(C)

and further detine causation for the jury. The principal issue on appeal in Hatfield was the

wording of ajury instruction explaining the meaning of the statutory term ç'results from.'' 1d. at

947. The instnzction at issue added to the statutory language çûthat the controlled substances

distributed by the defendants had to have been ta factor that resulted in death or serious bodily

injury,' and that although they çneed not be the mimary cause of death or serious bodily injury'

they 'must have at least played a part in the death or in the serious bodily injury.''' 1d.

Defendants objected to this instruction given by the district court, arguing the additional

language was a çkconfusing gloss on tresults from .''' Id.

On appeal, the parties agreed that Eithe statutory tenn çresults from ' required the

government to prove that ingestion of the defendants' drugs was a tbut for' cause of the deaths

and bodily injttry,'' which Judge Posner noted is tsthe minimtzm concept of cause.'' 1d. at 948

(citations emitted). The Seventh Circuit pondered the question of whether this ltbut for''

requirement embodies the entire concept of causation, walking through various hypothetical



situations in an effort to understand the ûsresults from'' language contained in j 841(b)(1)(C).

The court concluded:

The defendants' objection to the instmction ggiven by the distric,t
courtj was well taken. A11 that would have been needed to satisfy
it was to eliminate the addition to the statutory language, which
was a good deal clearer than the addition and probably clear
enough. Elaborating on a term often m akes it less rather than m ore
clear (try defining the word Sttime'' in a noncircular way); it is on
this ground that some courts, including otlr own, tell district judges
not to try to explain to a jury the meaning of tçbeyond a reasonable
doubt.'' Probably the same is tnze of ltresults from.''

1d. at 949-50 (internal citations omitted).

Moreover, the Seventh Circuit held that the distrid court's error in including this

additional language in the instruction was not harmless, as the evidence regarding the cause of

serious injury and death of the victims was not conclusive. The Seventh Circuit noted that the

victims were fotmd to have taken multiple drugs, idsome probably or possibly not distributed by

the defendants.'' 1d. at 951. W ith respect to one victim, the testifying physician stated he

Stthought it more likely that the drug probably supplied by the defendants had caused the injury

rather than the cocaine that the victim had also ingested, but he did not nlle out the possibility

that the cocaine was responsible.'' Id. In the case of another victim, f%the medical evidence was

that the methadone he apparently received from one of the defendants (would have been

sufticient to kill him.''' Id. The court noted, however, that Sçhe had another dnzg in his system

and it is unclear how ajuror would have tkted that evidence to the çplayed a part' and çprimary

cause' templates that he was asked to use to interpret Sresults from''' in the district court's

instructions. Id. Thus, the case was rem anded for new trial.

Following the logic in Hatfeld, the court in the instant case declined to expand on the

statutory Skresults from'' language in its instructions to the jury, and it continues to believe that no



f rther instruction, including an intervening superseding instruction
, 
need be given.S See Unitedu

States v. Sclmimpel, 371 F. App'x 418, 419 (4th Cir. 2010) (holding that to prove a violation of j

841(b)(1)(C), the government must show that the victim's use of the heroin received from

defendant was a but for cause of her death (citing Hattield, 591 F.3d at 948:.

ln his motion for reconsideration, Alvarado argues that the court's instruction does not

fairly state the controlling law in light of the United States Supreme Court's decision in Burraae

v. United States, 134 S. Ct. 881 (2014). In that case ajury convicted Marcus Burrage of

distributing heroin in violation of j 841(a)(1) and found that death resulted from the use of that

substmwe. The victim, Joshua Banka, a long-time drug user, died following an extended drug

binge. At trial, a forensic toxicologist testified that multiple drugs were present in Banka's

system at the time of his death, including morphine, codeine, alprazolnm, clonazepam

metabolites, and oxycodone. As in Alvarado's case, the only drug present in Banka's system at a

level above the therapeutic range was morphine, a heroin metabolite.Id. at 885. Unlike in

A lvarado's case, however, the testifying toxicologist could not say whether Banka would have

lived had he not taken the heroin; he concluded only that çlheroin çwas a contributing factor' in

Banka's death, since it interacted with the other drugs to cause Srespiratory and/or central

nervous system depression.''' Id. The medical examiner reached a similar conclusion, testifying

that Banka died of tsmixed drug intoxication,'' with heroin, oxycodone, alprazolam, and

clonazepam a11 playing a contributing role. Id. at 886.Like the toxicologist, the medical

exnminer also could not say whether Bnnka would have lived had he not taken the heroin,

observing only that his death would have been very less likely. Ld..a

The district court in Burragç instnzcted the jtlry:

3 contrary to defendant's suggestion, the fact that the jury asked the court during its deliberations to clarify the
''results from'' language does not mean the court's instnzction was erroneous.



For you to tind that a death resulted from the use of heroin, the
Government must prove, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the
heroin distributed by the Defendant was a contributing cause of
Joshua Bnnka's death. A contributing cause is a fador that,
although not the primary cause, played a part in the deathl.)

687 F.3d 1015, 1019 (8th Cir. 2012), rev'd 134 S. Ct. 881 (2014). The Eighth Circuit held that it

was not an abuse of discretion for the district court to include the dtcontributing cause'' language

in its instructions, as it was consistent with the court's earlier decision in United States v.

Monnier, 412 F.3d 859, 862 (8th Cir. 2005) (abrogated by Burrage, 134 S. Ct. 881). J.p=. at 1021.

The court further rejected Burrage's argument that j 841's dtresults from'' language requires a

showing of proximate cause. J.p-s at 1020. The Supreme Court granted certiorari on both

questions- whether defendant may be convicted under the fddeath results'' provision (1) when

use of the controlled substance was a contributing cause of the death, and (2) without separately

instnlcting the jtlry that it must decide whether the victim's death was a foreseeable result of the

defendant's drug trafticking offense. 134 S. Ct. at 886.

W ith respect to the first question, the Court held that a defendant cannot be convicted

under the penalty-enhancing provision of j 841(b)(1)(C) Clunless such use is a but-for cause of

the death or injury.'' ld. at 892.The Court explained:

The language Congress enacted requires death to (result from' use
of the unlawfully distributed drug, not from a combination of
factors to which drug use merely contributed. Congress could
have written j 841(b)(1)(C) to impose a mandatory minimum
when the underlying crime Scontributes to' death or serious bodily
injury, or adopted a modified causation test tailored to cases
involving concurrent causes, as five States have done. It chose
instead to use language that imports but-for causality. Especially
in the interpretation of a criminal statute subject to the rule of
lenity, we calmot give the text a m eaning that is different from its
ordinary, accepted m eaning, and that disfavors the defendant.



Id. at 891 (internal citations omitted).Accordingly, the Court held, Sûat least where use of the

drug distributed by the defendant is not an independently sufficient cause of the victim's death or

serious bodily injury, a defendant cannot be liable under the penalty enhancement provision of

21 U.S.C. j 841(b)(1)(C) unless such use is a but-for cause of the death or injury.'' Id. at 892.

There was no evidence presented at trial that Banka would have lived but for his heroin use.

' i tion and remanded the case for ftzrther proceedings.4Thus, the Court reversed Burrage s conv c

Alvarado tries to place his case on a11 fours with Burrace, pointing to the fact that a11

three dntgs found in Thomas' system at the time of his death are central nervous system

depressants and that neither the medical examiner nor the forensic toxicologist could testify as to

the therapeutic level of Xanax when taken without a prescription. Def's M ot. for

Reconsideration, Dkt. # 108, at 4. ln so doing, Alvarado ignores a key distinguishing factor: the

expel'ts in Burrage could not say that heroin was a but-for cause of Bnnka's death. In contrast,

Dr. Suzuki plainly testitied in the instant case that it was the heroin, not the alprazolnm or

diphenhydramine, that killed Thomas. Alvarado offered no evidence to contradict that

testimony. The testim ony that was lacking in Burrage was present in the instant case, satisfying

the minimum concept of causation required for a conviction under the penalty-enhancing

provision under j 841(b)(1)(C).

Alvarado argues in his motion for reconsideration that the court failed to instnzct the jury

on the Ssbut-for cause'' requirement and, as a result, ççthe jury was permitted to- and very likely

did- base its verdict on a theory that the heroin was a tcontributing' factor, the arglzm ent

advanced by the government in Burrace and specitically rejected by the (C1ou14.'' Def.'s Mot.

4 The Supreme Court did not reach the second question concerning foreseeability, and thus Patterson remains
binding prccedent on this court.



for Reconsidexation, Dkt. # 108, at 3. Alvarado is incorrect. The Supreme Court recognized in

Burrage that Congress' tdresults from'' language in j 841(b)(1)(C) çsimports but-for causality.''

134 S. Ct. at 89 1 . The court in this case instmcted the jury using the exact statutory language.

Following Judge Posner's reasoning in Hatfield,s the court declined to expand on the lçresults

from'' language. Burrage does not require it to have done so.6

In sum, dtcongress' language is tplain and unambiguous. . . .''' United States v.

Robinson, 167 F.3d 824, 830 (3d Cir. 1999). tsgulnder j 841(b)(1)(C), the govenunent must

prove only that the death dresults from ' the victim 's use of a controlled substalwe charged in the

indictment.'' United States v. Webb, 655 F.3d 1238, 1254 (11th Cir. 2011). The court properly

instnzcted the jtlry as to what was required for a conviction under this statute. Dr. Suzuki's

testimony establishes that heroin was a but-for cause of Thomas' death. As such, Alvarado's

motions fail.

IV.

Finally, Alvarado moves for a new trial on grounds that the court improperly admitted

hearsay statements of Eric Thomas into evidence. The statem ents at issue, admitted through the

testim ony of M onica Shaughnessy and Josh M elewski, establish that Thomas bought heroin from

tsFat Boy.'' Alvarado argues these statements fail to meet the requirements of the Federal Rule of

5 See Schnippel, 37 l F. App'x at 419 (citing Hattield).

6 In his reply to the govemment's response to the motion for reconsideration, Alvarado cites to a recent order
entered in the case of United States v. Salyers, No. 5: 13C1173 (E.D. Ky. Feb. 7, 2014) (Dkt. # 49). See Def.'s
Reply, Dkt. # 1 12, at 1-2. The defendant in Salyers was named in a four count indictment. Cotmt 2 charged Salyers
with heroin distribution resulting in death. The district court instructed the jury that in order to find the defendant
guilty of this charge, the government must prove that death resulted from the use of the heroin distributed by
Salyers. Salyers was convicted of at trial on a1l counts. Alvarado correctly points out that the court vacated Salyers'
conviction on count 2 in light of the Supreme Court's decision in Burraae, stating the instruction given upon which
Salyers was convicted is ççno longer in keeping with the law of the land.'' This order, which stemmed from an
unopposed motion to reopen sentencing by defendant, includes no further analysis of the issue. The government
ultimately agreed to dismiss cotmt 2 without prejudice, and Salyers was sentenced on the remaining three counts.
The court is not privy to the evidence presented at trial in Salvers. Nor is it clear from this order why the district
court in Salvers found its instruction to be inconsistent with the Supreme Court's nzling in Burrace. ln any event,
Salvers is not binding precedent on this court.



Evidence 804(b)(3) exception to the rule against hearsay. To meet this exception, the party

offering the statements bears the ûtfonnidable burden'' of showing: ç$(1) the declarant is

unavailable; (2) the statement is genuinely adverse to the declarant's penal interest, and (3)

tcorroborating circumstances clearly indicate the trustworthiness of the statement.''' United

States v. Bumpass, 60 F.3d 1099, 1 102 (4th Cir. 1995) (quoting United States v. MacDonald,

688 F.2d 224, 233 (4th Cir. 1982$. Plainly, Thomas was unavailable. Alvarado argues,

however, that neither the second nor third prong of the test has been met.

W ith respect to the second prong, Alvarado insists that while Thomas' statements that he

bought heroin were against his penal interest, the statements concem ing whom  he bought heroin

from were not. çs-f'he question under Rule 804(b)(3) is always whether the statement was

sufficiently against the declarant's penal interest tthat a reasonable person in the declarant's

position would not have made the statem ent unless believing it to be tnze,' and this question can

only be answered in light of a11 the surrounding circumstances.'' W illiamson v. United States,

512 U.S. 594, 603-04 (1994). Alvarado argues that, pursuant to the United States Supreme

Court's ruling in W illiam son, the non-self-inculpatory portions of Thom as' statem ents- ie.,

whom he bought heroin from-  are not admissible simply because çlthey are made within a

broader narrative that is generally self-inculpatory.'' Def.'s M ot. for New Trial, Dkt. # 94, at 3.

But W illiamson involved a much broader narrative than the statements at issue in the instant

case. ln that case, the district court admitted statem ents made by Reginald Hanis during the drug

trial of defendant Fredel W illinmson. These statements nmounted to a confession by Harris in

which he implicated W illiam son, following the discovery of 19 kilogrnms of cocaine in his rental

car incident to a traffic stop.it-f'he real story,'' according to Harris, Eiwas that he was transporting

the cocaine to Atlanta for W illiam son, and that W illiam son was traveling in front of him in



another rental car'' and saw the police searching the vehicle. 512 U.S. at 597. Harris refused to

give a written or recorded statement, stating he was afraid of W illinm son
, and likewise refused to

testify at 'Willinmson's trial.The district court admitted the entirety of Harris' confession, citing

Rule 804(b)(3), and Williamson was ultimately convicted. The Eleventh Circuit affirmed.

The United States Supreme Court vacated the judgment and remanded the case, however,

holding not all that Harris said was properly admitted. id-l-he fact that a person is making a

broadly self-inculpatory confession does not make more credible the confession's non-self-

inculpatory parts.'' 512 U.S. at 599. While ççgslome of Hrris' confession would clearly have

been admissible under Rule 804(b)(3) . . . other parts of his confession, especially the parts that

implicated W illinmson, did little to subject Harris himself to criminal liability.'' Id. at 604. The

Court continued:

A reasonable person in Hanis' position m ight even think that
implicating someone else would decrease his practical exposure to
crim inal liability, at least so far as sentencing goes. Small fish in a
big conspiracy often get shorter sentences than people who are
nzlm ing the whole show, especially if the small fish are willing to
help the authorities catch the big ones.

Nothing in the record shows that the District Court or the
Court of Appeals inquired whether each of the statem ents in
Harris' confession was truly self-inculpatory. As we explained
above, this can be a fact-intensive inquiry, which would require
careful exnmination of a11 the circlzmstmwes surrounding the
crim inal activity involved; we therefore rem and to the Court of
Appeals to conduct this inquiry in the first instance.

ld. (internal citation omitted).

Unlike in W illiamson, the statements implicating Alvarado were not made as part of a

confession by Thomas, nor were they intended by Thom as to im plicate Alvarado as a big player

in a large conspiracy. Neither were they made to law enforcement in an effort to minimize

Thomas' criminal exposure.Rather, Thomas made the statements about his source of heroin to



his fiancée M onica Shauglmessy and best friend Josh M eleweksi. See United States v. Jordan,

509 F.3d 191, 203 (4th Cir. 2007) (narrative containing both self-inculpatory and non-self-

inculpatory parts was admissible where declarant dçmade the statements to a friend in an effort to

relieve herself of guilt, not to law enforcement in an effort to minimize culpability or criminal

exposure.''); see also United States v. Darcan, 738 F.3d 643, 649 (4th Cir. 2013) (statements

made to cellmate rather than police investigator satistied second prong of Rule 804(b)(3), as

declarant tdhad no obvious motive to çshift blnme or curry favor.''' (citing Jordan, 509 F.3d at

203)). There is no evidence that Thomas had any reason to lie about his source of heroin.

Thomas' statements therefore do not carry the same trustworthiness concerns present in

W illinmson. See 512 U.S. at 601 ((iç E'l-lhe arrest statements of a codefendant have traditionally

been viewed with special suspicion.''' (quoting Lee v. lllinois, 476 U.S. 530, 541 (1986)).

M oreover, the statements at issue were not part of a broad narrative as they were in

W illiamson. Rather, the challenged statements themselves contain both self-inculpatory and

non-self-inculpatory elements.Alvarado asks the court to parse the statements and admit only

the portion that is self-inculpatory- ie., that Thom as bought heroin. According to Alvarado, the

portion of the statement that implicates Alvarado- ie., that the heroin Thomas purchased cnme

from dtFat Boy''-  is not self-inculpatory and not admissible under Rule 804(b)(3). But

W illiamson does not require that the court canre out the non-self-inculpatory portion of a single

statement that is against the declarant's penal interest under the circumstances presented here.

Thom as' statem ents to M onica Shaughnessy and Josh M elewski that he regularly bought drugs

from StFat Boy'' subject Thomas to criminal exposure and link Thomas to a heroin dealer. A

reasonable person in Thomas' position would not have m ade such statem ents to his fiancée and

best friend unless believing them to be true.



Additionally, the Supreme Court held in W illiamson that çtstatements that give the police

significant details about the crime may also, depending on the situation, be against the

declarant's interest.'' 512 U.S. at 603. Here, Thom as' statem ents concerning whom he bought

heroin from could Ssgive the police significant details about the crime'' specifically
, who

supplied him with illegal drugs. Given the circumstances in this case, and the context and

content of the statem ents at issue, the court finds the challenged statem ents to be against

Thomas' penal interests, satisfying the second prong of Rule 804(b)(3).

Finally, contrary to Alvarado's assertions, corroborating oircumstances indicate the

trustworthiness of Thomas' statements as to his source of heroin. Factors relevant in

determining the existence of sufficient corroborating circumstances are: (1) whether the

declarant had at the time of making the statement pled guilty or was still exposed to prosecution

for making the statement; (2) the declarant's motive in making the statement and whether there

was a reason for the declarant to lie; (3) whether the declarant repeated the statement and did so

consistently; (4) the party or parties to whom the statement was made; (5) the relationship of the

declarant with the accused; and (6) the nature and strength of independent evidence relevant to

the conduct in question. Bumpass, 60 F.3d at 1 102 (citations omitted). ln this case, Thomas was

not facing criminal charges at the time he made the challenged statements. He had no obvious

motive to lie about his heroin source. He plainly repeated the statem ent and name of his source

to both Monica Shaughnessy and Josh Melewski, who were his fiancée and best friend,

respectively. Shauglmessy and M elewski testified they each saw Thomas meet çtFat Boy'' and

rettu'n with heroin packaged in a particular way. Both testified that Thomas communicated with

kdls'at Boy'' via cell phone.Cell phone records admitted into evidence in this case indicate text

m essages relating to a heroin transaction were sent between Thomas and Alvarado on the day of



Thomas' death. lmportantly, Alvarado confessed to selling Thom as heroin on the day Thomas

died. Given this evidence, the court finds corroborating circumstances sufficient to satisfy the

third prong of Rule 804(b)(3). As Thomas' statements that he purchased heroin from dEFat Boy''

were properly admitted, Alvarado's motion for new trial will be denied on this ground.

V .

For these reasons, Alvarado's motion forjudgment of acquittal (Dkt. # 93), motions for

new trial (Dkt. # 94 & 95), and motion for reconsideration (Dkt. # 108) will be DENIED. An

appropriate Order will be entered.

&/- &9- / FEntered:
4 / -'4 M 4 . ?#f ' -''

M ichael F. Urbanski
United States District Judge


